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Famous inventors and the inventions they develop is a fascinating area of historical study that is

usually far too advanced for young children. However, a Famous Inventors & Inventions Picture

Book breaks that information down in a way that is interesting and engaging to young boys and

girls. Instead of pages and pages of text that makes no sense to them, children can see a picture of

the inventor alongside the invention they created. This helps to begin laying the foundation for this

knowledge in children at a young age and may even spark their interest and imagination in this

area.
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As a librarian in a very busy elementary school serving up to one thousand second to fifth graders

one of my passions is reading and reviewing children's books. I think I've reached the point where I

can tell if children will be interested in a book or not just by a simple read. When it comes to

nonfiction, kids will gravitate away from history so you need good pictures to sell them on it.Famous

Inventors & Inventions is a children's book by Speedy Publishing. One of the big things that Speedy

Publishing excels at in their books is picture choice. I love that this book doesn't just focus on one



type of inventions but runs the gamut from things we all know about like the light bulb and telephone

but even includes things that children will be interested in such as potato chips and basketball.

Again, each factoid is well written and packed with the information children would need to learn

about who invented what.If you are looking for a high interest book that will get your kids interested

in inventions and inventors then, as a librarian, I can recommend this book to you. I received this

book at a free or reduced cost in turn for my honest and unbiased review.

This is an excellent ebook for kids! As a teacher of elementary students, I would love to incorporate

this ebook into a small group activity where I present a main idea or topic to the whole class and

then they break up in small groups and discover more material on their own. My mind was

continuously racing as I read through this book thinking of different projects I could make on this

topic. It is the perfect age group to let them use a kindle to explore and what a better way to do so

than with this ebook! I will totally let other teachers know of this opportunity and will keep this seller

in mind with other ebooks available. I received this product free for reviewing purposes, however my

opinions are all my own.

I like reading children's books even though I am an adult. I saw this free for my Kindle and wanted

to read it. This went through various facts about the item invented, by whom, and when. The next

page was a picture of the invention described. This was a nice informative book for children ages 4

to 8. This was a rather short book, but it would hold a younger child's interest. I would recommend

this to anyone.I received this product at discount for my honest testing and review. I am under no

obligation to provide a positive review and receive no incentives or rewards for doing so. My aim is

to highlight features and drawbacks that I would want to know about as a buyer, not hype the

product for the manufacturer. My remarks are sincere and my own. While it is true that many items

are received at discounted rates or complimentary, my reviews are completely honest and are my

personal experiences with the product. Again, it is just my opinion, your own opinion might vary. I

received no monetary compensation and I am not required to give a good review.

This is a pretty neat little book. It starts out with some basic inventions and inventors. Some of these

do not have a lot of information, but as you get a little farther into the book you can find a little more

detailed information about some of the inventions. There is a huge variety of inventions in this book.

It has airplanes, elevators, telephones, light bulbs, phonographs, cameras and more. I enjoyed the

photographs that were in this book. Each little section has a photograph on the opposing page.One



of the reasons I really like this book is because it has just enough information about a wide variety of

inventions that my son found some things that he wants to learn more about. He has since been

looking for books at the library and asking questions about these inventions. It is mildly annoying

when I am the only one around to answer his questions and I have to look up the answers. When

his dad is home it is easier to get answers for the technical questions this book has inspired.I bought

this product full price for my family to read.

It goes through various facts about the item invented, by whom, and when. Great facts!I would like

to state I am faithful and frequently shopper on . I, like you, rely on consumers honest opinion of a

product/products that I may have intentions of purchasing at that moment or in the future. I was

given the opportunity to receive this item for free or at a discounted price in exchange for my use,

examination, and over all thoughts and recommendations. I haven't, nor will I ever leave a false

opinion of a product out of obligation. Nor have I or would I ever except any form of monies in

exchange for my assessment of an item, and or give a dishonest and false evaluation. No one in

any way has or will coach me on what to or not to say about an item. I am not obligated to give a

positive review. In fact I have been asked to be completely honest to help the company/companies

provide the best products possible or their customers.

With Children in mind this book covers both inventions that will seem strange and some very

familiar. Without a doubt this book opens the doors for full conversations with lots of questions and

answers, which is a fantastic way to keep young readers engaged and craving more reading

material.Care was taken in the writing of this book with younger readers in mind, with both easy

words to read, some a bit more challenging - but well balanced for learning and adding to their

vocabulary. Once again, the graphics are great. Our son has looked carefully at the photos and was

inspired to ask questions as to why some of the choices were made, yet later changed. Excellent

book to show children that anything is possible if they are passionate enough about it and invest the

time researching and developing their ideas.*This book was received either free or at a reduced rate

in exchange for my fair, honest and unbiased opinion. This is a book that I would love to see in

classrooms around the world, if they are not already. I believe our younger generation can benefit

from books like this to inspire them to continue inventing and improving upon inventions, reach for

the stars the only limit is their imagination.
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